Abstract. Recently, an algorithm -DEES-was proposed for learning rational stochastic tree languages. Given a sample of trees independently and identically drawn according to a distribution dened by a rational stochastic language, DEES outputs a linear representation of a rational series which converges to the target. DEES can then be used to identify in the limit with probability one rational stochastic tree languages.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the problem of learning probability distribution over trees from a sample of trees independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.), in a a given class of models. In this context, the learning process has two main objectives: Finding the correct structure of the representation and estimating precisely the parameters of the model. Because we adopt a machine learning standpoint, we restrict ourselves to classes of probabilistic languages that can be somehow nitely presented. Probabilistic tree automata (pta) are a usual representations for rational stochastic tree languages (rstl). In a pta, each rule is equipped with a weight in [0Y 1] and a per state normalisation is imposed. Nonetheless, a rst drawback is that it may be not decidable to know whether a pta is consistent i.e. whether it represents a probability distribution on trees. 
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One diculty comes from the fact that a rstl may be such that the average size of trees may be undened. A second drawback of pta is that they admit no canonical representation. Thus, most of learning algorithms approaches based on grammatical inference fail for the class of pta.
Recent approaches have proposed to work in a larger class of representation: The class of rational stochastic tree languages that can be represented under a linear form of a tree series. The models of this class can be equivalently representing by weighted tree automata with parameters in R (hence with weights that can be negative and without any per state normalisation condition). This class has two interesting properties: It has a high level of expressiveness since it strictly includes the class of rstl and it admits a canonical form with a minimal number of parameters. Based on these properties, linear representations of rstl are a good candidate from a grammatical inference standpoint. A recent algorithm, DEES, able to identify in the limit with probability one the class of rational stochastic tree languages rstl was proposed in [1] . However, this algorithm has two main drawbacks when working with nite samples. It often outputs a rational tree series that does not dene a stochastic language, and the representation of the series can not be directly used as a generative model. This comes from the fact that the canonical representation is more adapted for nding the structure of the model and estimating the parameters. We do not obtain a representation of a probability distribution that factorises into a product of probabilities associated with each state. When we need a generative model, we claim that we have to use another representation. Our rst contribution is to show that any canonical representation of a rational stochastic tree language admits a normalised reduced representation of the same size which can be easily used in a generative process. Then, we examine some conditions of consistency for rational stochastic languages. Indeed, as for probabilistic context-free grammars [2, 3] , the consistency can not be ensured only with syntactical properties. We discuss then the inuence of these conditions to the problem of inferring rational stochastic tree languages. We nish by studying the applicability of our approach to trees that are built from an unranked alphabet. Actually, a bijection can be made between the unranked representation and a ranked one, allowing us to apply our algorithm to the unranked case.
The paper is organized as follows. Denitions and notations are presented in Section 2. Section 3 deals with the normalised reduced representation of rational stochastic tree language. The consistency conditions are evoked in Section 4. The paper terminates by Section 5 on unranked trees.
Preliminaries
In this section, we recall denitions of trees, (rational) tree series, weighted automata and (rational) stochastic tree languages. We mainly follow notations and denitions from [4] about trees and tree automata. Formal power tree series have been introduced in [5] where the main results appear.
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Trees and Contexts Let p = p 0 p 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ p p be a ranked alphabet where the elements in p m are the function symbols of rank m. Let In [5, 6, 7, 8] , it has been shown that the notions of recognizable tree series and rational tree series coincide. From now on, we shall refer to them by using the term of rational tree series. r(t) = l. The Cauchy product two series ( n ) and ( n ) is the series ( n ) dened by n = n k=0 k n k . If ( n ) and ( n ) are absolutely convergent, then ( n ) is also absolutely convergent (while ( n ) can be divergent if ( n ) and ( n ) are simply convergent) and the limit of ( n ) is equal to the product of the limits of ( n ) and ( A rational stochastic tree language (rstl) is a stochastic tree language which admits a linear representation. The set of rational stochastic tree languages is denoted by rt (p).
Weighted Tree Automata A weighted tree automaton 3 qP ((q) = 1, (iii) for any q P , rP¡q w(r) = 1X It can be shown that any pta computes a rational tree series r that satises r(t) ! 0 for any tree t and t r(t) 1. It can be shown that there exist rational stochastic tree languages that cannot be computed by any probabilistic automaton (see [9] for an example in the case of word stochastic languages). , !(e 1 ) = 2Y !(e 2 ) = 1, "() = 2e 1 a3 + 3e 2 a4, "(f)(e 1 Y e 1 ) = e 1 a3Y "(f)(e 2 Y e 2 ) = e 2 a4 and "(f)(e i Y e j ) = 0 if i T = j.
Canonical Linear Representation of Rational Tree Series
We now dene the canonical representation of a rational tree series [1] .
Let P g(p). We dene the linear mapping _ : Rhhpii 3 Rhhpii by _ (r)(t) = r([t]) X Let r P Rhhpii. Let us denote by r the vector subspace of Rhhpii spanned by f_ rj P g(p)g. It can be shown that r is rational if and only if the dimension of r is nite [1] . Let £ r be the dual space of r , i.e. the set of all linear forms on r . For any t P (p), let t P £ r be dened by: Vs P r Y t(s) = s(t)X It can be shown that there exist trees t 1 Y XX X Yt n such that (t 1 Y XX X Yt n ) forms a basis of £ r . Let us dene the linear representation ( £ r Y "Y!) as follows: for any f P p m , dene "(f)(t i1 Y XX X Yt im ) = f(t i1 Y XX X Yt im )X ! P ( £ r ) £ = r by !(t) = r(t). )) has a negative weight and then does not dene by itself a stochastic language. As a consequence, the canonical form does not have a relevant structure if one aims at using it according to a generative model.
DEES
DEES is an inference algorithm which identies any rational stochastic language in the limit with probability one (see [1] ). Let us show how DEES works on the previous example. Let be a sample of trees independently drawn according to p and let p be the empirical distribution dened on (p): p (t) is the frequence of t in . For any condence parameter , there exists b 0 such that with probability at least 1 , jp(t) p (t)j for any tree t. Statistical tests, based on this property, are used to accept or reject hypotheses of the form: t is a linear combination of t 1 Y XX X Yt n . Parameters and can be chosen, depending on the size of the sample , such that with probability one, the correct hypothesis will always be chosen from some sample size.
In order to nd the basis of the canonical representation, the algorithm rst tests whether and f(Y ) are linearly independent. With probability one, this will be detected from some step: and f(Y ) are elements of the canonical basis. Then, the algorithm tests whether f(Y f(Y )) is a linear combination of and f(Y ). As this is true, this will be detected with probability one from some step. Therefore, f(Y f(Y )) will not be added to the basis. And so on.
The algorithm terminates when it has checked that no more elements can be added to the basis.
It can be proved that with probability one, there exists an integer x such that for any sample containing more than x examples, a basis of £ p will be identied from . DEES will compute a linear representation ( £ p Y " Y ! ), such that " and ! converge respectively to " and ! when the cardinal of tends to innity.
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Hence, DEES identies in the limit the canonical linear representation of any rational tree stochastic language with probability one. However:
Given the canonical linear representation of a stochastic language p does not help to generate trees according to p. The series output by DEES from some sample can be not a stochastic language. The possibility to transform it in a stochastic language is then an important issue.
The series output by DEES converges to the target p as the size of in-
creases, but what is the rate of convergence?
We propose to adress all of these questions in the present paper. qP ((q) = 1, (ii) for any q P , rP¡q w(r) = 1 and (iii) for any q P and any f P p, rP¡ q;f w(r) P [0Y 1]X Moreover, we say that e is in reduced normalised form if the series r q are linearly independent.
Therefore, any rational stochastic tree language can be represented by a normalised reduced wta e = (Y pY (Y ), with the additional property that each r q denes a stochastic language. Note also that any pta is in normalised form (but not necessarily in reduced normalised form). 
Learning Rational Stochastic Tree Languages
We consider the question of learning a rational stochastic tree language (rstl) p from an i. 3 f(qY q)g. To our knowledge, no algorithm is known to decide whether a pta denes a rstl. It is much better to deal with the stronger notion of strongly consistent stochastic language: A rstl p is strongly consistent if t jtjp(t)`I. Next section investigates some properties of strongly consistent rstl.
Strongly Consistent Rational Stochastic Languages
Let e = ( = fq 1 Y XX X Yq n gY pY (Y ) be a wta. We denote by p i the rational series dened from state q i .
Let e = ( ij ) 1 iYj n be the matrix dened by ij = rP¡q i n r (j)w(r) (1) where n r (j) is the number of occurrences of q j in the rhs of r. Let (2) and e n f converges i `1a2. The average size of trees generated from these PTA is 1a(1 2). When = 1a3 (resp. 1a4), the PTA computes the stochastic language p q1 (resp. p q2 ) as previously dened in example 1. Then, the average size of trees 1 (resp. 2 ) generated from p q1 (resp. p q2 ) is 3 (resp. 2). One can deduce the average size of the stochastic language p = 2p q1 p q2 , = 2 ¢ 1 2 = 4. Consider now the normalized form of p as presented in example 3.
The matrix e is We show below that when e is a reduced normalised representation of a strongly consistent rational stochastic language, the spectral radius 4 &(e) of e is`1. We need the following lemma : Lemma 1. Let p 1 Y XX X Yp n be n independent stochastic languages. Then £ = f( 1 Y XX X Y n ) P R n : n i=1 i p i is a stochastic languageg is a compact convex subset of R n .
Proof. See [10] for a similar proof in the case of words. Proposition 2. Let e = ( = fq 1 Y XX X Yq n gY pY (Y ), a reduced normalised representation of a strongly consistent rstl p such that each p qi is a stochastic language and let e = ( ij ) 1 iYj n be the matrix dened by Formula 1. Then the spectral radius of e satises &(e)`1. Proof. For any integer k, let e k = ( When tested on the previous example, the propagative method achieved precision of 10 6 in approximately 30 iterations. In near future, we intend to study the use of Newton's method, which could at least theoretically achieve faster convergence.
Learning a Strongly Consistent Rational Stochastic Language:
The Road Map
The normalised wta e obtained at the end of the previous section computes an rstl p such that the spectral radius & of the matrix e associated with e satises & `1 which is a strong property. We have still some results to prove in order to complete the learning process. We present them below as conjectures. Conjecture 1: It is possible to modify Algorithm 1 in order to be used to generate trees from a normalised wta. The modied algorithm stops (and outputs a tree) with probability one, as soon as is suciently large. Hence, it denes a stochastic languagep.
Conjecture 2: with probability one, t jp(t) p(t)j ¡ jtj converges to 0 with the size of .
These two conjectures generalize results proved in the word case. Note that the convergence type described in Conjecture 2 is stronger than v 1 -convergence.
Unranked Trees
In this section we consider trees where the rank constraint has been dropped: Every symbol in unranked trees may have from 0 to an unbounded but nite number of (ordered) children. Unranked trees are the common abstract representation of semi-structured data like XML.
Let ¦ be a nite set of symbols. The set (¦) of unranked trees is the smallest set such that ¦ (¦), and f(t 1 Y XX X Yt m ) P (¦) provided f P ¦ and t 1 Y XX X Yt m P (¦). An One can show that the mapping ext is a bijection. Hedge automata [12] directly act on unranked trees in (¦). Briey, hedge automata rules are of the form f(v) 3 q where v is a word language on the alphabet of states. It has be shown that hedge automata and ordinary tree automata on (p) dene the same class of recognizable languages [13] . Extension from hedge automata to weighted hedge automata (there referred to as unranked wta) is proposed in [14] . In unranked wta rules are of the form f(v) w 3 q where v is a weighted word language on the alphabet of states. Thanks to the ext mapping, each result presented in this paper can be interpreted in the case of unranked trees. Tree series on (¦) are simply dened via tree series on (p). This mapping also suggests a notion of rational unranked tree series and stochastic languages.
Proposition 3. The class of rational unranked tree series represented via the mapping ext coincide with the class of unranked tree series dened by unranked wta.
More precisely, let be an unranked wta which represents a rational unranked tree series r u . One can build in linear time a (ranked) wta which represents a rational tree series r r such that Vt P (¦) r u (t) = r r (ext(t)). The converse is also true but to compute the corresponding unranked wta, one needs to normalise rules following the method given in Section 4.2.
The following example illustrates how one can build a weighted automaton for unranked trees. Let us consider trees that represent nested lists built with the commonly used symbols ul and li. Let us consider rst a stochastic hedge automaton with two states q ul and q li . 
The weight of a tree ul(liY li(ul(li))) is 2 Hence, to learn rational unranked tree series, one can simply proceed in the following way: apply ext to input trees and then apply DEES. Eventually, a representation of an unranked wta where weights are estimated can possibly be returned.
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the problem of learning a rational stochastic tree language p from an i.i.d. sample of trees drawn from p. An inference algorithm, DEES, was previously proposed for this problem. Using this algorithm leads to two main drawbacks: It often outputs linear representations that do not dene stochastic languages and these representations can not be directly used to generate trees from the underlying distribution. We adressed this problem by showing that any rational stochastic tree language admits a normalised reduced representation that can be used as a generative model. We have studied the notion of strongly consistent rational stochastic languages which corresponds to the fact that the average size of trees generated from a rstl p is bounded. We showed the relationship between this notion and the normalised reduced representation of a rstl. We nally justied that the methods presented in this paper can be directly applied to unranked trees. The next step of this work is to prove the conjectures that was presented for learning strongly consistent rational stochastic languages: First, a probability distributionp can be extracted in order to generate trees from a normalised WTA. Second, that t jp(t) p(t)j ¡ jtj convergences to zero with the size of the learning sample. Note here that this condition is stronger than the v 1 -convergence.
